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Salvatore Ferragamo 

"When you're in the Mood to Indulge..."

The fashion and accessories brand is synonymous is luxury, quality and

over-the-top indulgence, and with good reason- from hand crafted shoes

made from the finest leather and stitched to perfection for some of the

biggest names in society and showbiz such as Ingrid Bergman, Audrey

Hepburn, Greta Garbo and some of the lucky few who happen to own a

pair! Of course, the shoes do not come cheap but if you're in the mood to

pamper yourself, spend a good buck for some trendy soles and give your

feet the attention they more than deserve, head to the flagship store and

watch your friends go green with envy hereafter.

 +32 2 511 4625  www.ferragamo.com/  Bruxellesstore@ferragamo.

com

 boulevard de Waterloo 62a,

Waterloolaan 62a, Bruxelles
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Diane von Furstenberg 

"For the contemporary Woman of Today..."

... there is Diane von Furstenberg. Women love to dress up! There's no two

ways about it, and there is nothing a woman wouldn't do to get into a

dainty garment and match it with perfect footwear and a lovely hand

bags- if this is reminiscent of a fairy tale, you wouldn't be wrong; Diane

von Furstenberg is an established name in fashion and has been known to

make women's fantasies come true- at least where apparel is concerned.

The brand has its line of ample products including women's clothing and

cosmetics. And don't forget to grab some striking accessories from the

store; they sure add that zing to your personality and will make you look

like a million bucks.

 +32 2 648 6224  inside.dvf.com/stores/  DVF.Belgium@gmail.com  rue du Grand Cerf 11,

Grotehertstraat 11, Bruxelles
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Delvaux 

"Top Quality Belgian Handbags"

The middle of the magnificent Galeries Saint-Hubert is the perfect setting

for this boutique, selling expensive, top quality Belgian handbags. The

business, founded in 1829, specialised in producing only handbags until

1935. Since then, Delvaux has become the Belgian name for handmade

leather handbags and accessories. Until not so long ago, the brand

courted a wealthy older clientele; with the advent of Deux, its second,

younger, more affordable label, their bags can be found on the arms of

most smart ladies of style.

 +32 2 512 7198  www.delvaux.com/  delvaux.gallery@delvaux.c

om

 Galerie de la Reine 31,

Koninginnegalerij 31,

Bruxelles
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Lady Dandy 

"Second Hand Designer Clothing"

This trendy secondhand shop is known for their plethora of designer gems

at half the price you would find them in other stores. Find vintage Chanel,

Gucci, YSL, and more, you're sure to find exquisite pieces to add to your

wardrobe. Every item is hand selected to ensure quality and authenticity

so you're sure to get the real deal.

 +32 2 538 47 74  www.ladydandy.com  info@ladydandy.com  Rue du Page 81, Bruxelles
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